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Feedback fronr Students on Curriculurn !

1. Email .

2. Name *

3. Phone number r

4. Course *

Mark only one oval.

B-Pharm

M-Pharm

Pharm-D

iF

WF)
BLDEAI S.S.M, College or

tarmacy & Research Centi.

"]AYAPUR-586I03
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5. Feedback from Students on Curriculum

Poor Average Good Excellent

1. How do you

rate lhe

sequence of

the Courses

that you have

studied are in

sequence to

what you have

studied in the

previous

semestef

2. How do you

rate the

syllabus of the

courses that
you have

studied in

relation to lhe
competencies

expected out of
the course?

3. How do you

rate the

relevance of
the units in

Syllabus

relevant to the

course?

4- How do you

rate the

sequence of
the units in the

course?

5- How do you

rate the

distribution of
the contact

hours among

the murse

components

(Lecture-

s-a;ds
PinciPaq

BLDEA'S S'S'M, College c'
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Tutoriat-

Practical)?

6. ,-lsw do yo{t

rate the

offering of the

electiyes in

terms of their

relevance to

the

specialization

slreams?

7, How do you

rate the

electives

offered in

relation to the
professional

advancements?

8- How do you

rate the

r€levance of
the Text Books

and reference

books by their
lntemational

recognition to
the Gourses?

9. Rate the Size

of syllabus in

terms of the

load on the

student

10. Rate the

courses in
terms of extra

leaming or self
Ieaming

considering the

design of the
courses

11" Rate the

courses in
terms of
sequence of
offering

considering

Prineipaq :ri

EIIEA's S.S.M. College d
F'tnrmacy & Research Centre

VIJAYAPUR-586I03 
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whether the

precding

courses have

lreen covered

12, How do you

rate the

percentage of

courses having

LAB

componenls?

13- How do you

rate the domain

used for

designing the

experiments for

the LAB

components?

14. How do you

.ate the

experiments in

relation to the

real life

Applications?

6. .15. 
Any suggestions on Curriculum *

This conlent is neither crealed nor endorsed by Google

PrittciPaq
aLDEAs S.S,M. College or

ptrarmacv & Research Centre
' -vr:lileun'seetol
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Feedback from Alumni on Curriculum

1. Email "

2. Name *

3. Phone number *

4. Current employment details

PrinciPtr,
BLDEAT S.S.M. College or

rharmacy & Res€arch Centre

vr:aVlpuR-s86to3
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5. Feedback fronr Alumni on Curriculum

1 . Poor
2.

Average

3

Good

4.

Exce lle nt

1. How do you

rate rele\rance

of the courses

in relation to
the program?

2- How do you

rate the

sequence of
the courses

included into

the programs?

:ri

5- Rate the

offering of the

in relation to
the

specialization

streams?

6. How do you

rate the

offering of the

electives in

relation to the
professional

advancements?

i _l)

r.ttttctptlr,
,LDEAs S.S.M. College ot

Pharmacy & Research Cenue
VIJAYAPUR.586l03
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3. How do you

rate the

clmpetencies

in relation to
the course

contem?

4- How do rate

the sequence

of the topics in

the units?

Ci

7. How do you

rate the

courses which

are skills

related suiting



t0 the induslry

included into

the programs?

8. How do you

rale the d6main

used for
designing the

experiments in

tenns of the

suitability of
Ihe Tools to the

domain?

9- How do you

rate the

experiments in

terms of their

relevance to
the real life

application?

10. How do you

rate the

@urses lhal
you have leant

in relation to
your curent
Job

. *-*<

Ctptr,
.M. College ofBLDEAI S.S

Pharmacy & Research Cent, -
W]AYAPUR.5851()3

Page o7 ot-ll
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6. Any suggestions regarding Curriculum *
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Feedback from Faculties on Curriculurn

1 . Email ''

2. Name of the Faculty *

3- Designation *

4. Phone number *

qArdl^
Prrncipaq

BLDEA's S.S,M. Colleoe of
Pharmacy & Research C-entre

VI]AYAPUR.585IO3
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5. Feedback from Faculties on Curriculum

2.

Average
1 . Poor

3.

Good

4.

Excellent

1- How do you

rate the

sequence of
the Courses

provided in the

cuniculum?

2. How do you

rate the

syllabus of the

courses in

relataon to the

competencies

expected out of
the course?

3- How do you

Iate the

structure

framed for
er{ire program?

rl

4- How do you

rate the

allocation of
the credits and

contact hours

(Lecture-

Tutorial-

Practical) to
tfie courses?

5- How do you

mle the

offering of the

elestives in

terms of their

relevance to
the

specialization

streams and

professional

advancements?
nct t,

.ELDEAt S.S.M. College of
-|harmacy & Research Centre

\ rr l ava pl tP-5R61 n3
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6. l'i*w e1o you

rate the

relevance of
the lex[ Books

and reference

books by their

lnlernational

recognition to
lhe Courses?

7- RaIe the Size

of syllabus in

terms of the

load on the

student

9. Rate the

courses in

terms of extra

learning or self
leaming

.consideritg the
' design of the

courses

10. How do you

rate the

evaluation

scheme

designed for
each ofttre
course?

11- How do you

rate the

composiUon of
the courses

prescribed by

PCI/ RGUHS BL

/armacyPagc:t'lrDI-YL
VIlAY

8- Rate the

courses in

terms of
sequence of
offering

considering

whether the
preceding

courses have

been covered-

i,_.* )



12. t-low do you

rate the

percenlaEe of

courses having

LAB

componenls

and lhe domain

used for

designing the

experiments for

the LAB

components?

6. Any suggestions on Curriculum "

This content is neilher created nor er.rdoised by Google.

&**gle F*ryrts

Page tr of-{-
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Feedback frorn Ernployers on

Curriculum
- | i:iira';ii i < f::lilrill:al ii:r:,,i,ira:i:

'1 . Email *

2. Name *

3. Designation

4. Phone number

5 Organisation/institutiondetails
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6. Feedback from Employers on Currrculum

2.

Average
1 . Poor

3.

Good

4.

Exce lle nt

1. How do you

rate relevance

of the courses

in relation to
the program?

2- How do you

rale the

competence of
the courses

related to
industry that

are included in

the program?

(, 
_;

5- How do you

rate the

allocation of
the credits and

contact hours

(Lecture-

Tutorial-

PracticaD to
the courses?

, 6-rHow do you

ratethe !

. offeri4g ofthe
electives in

retation tb the

t]

r',1.:

rl Princi
BLDEA's S,S'M

Dab
, College of

?age-[-ot-TL Phaimacy & Research CeBlrE

UtIiYAD R-SR61nt

3. How do you

rate the

sequence of
the units in the

syllabus?

i )

4. Rate the

offering of lhe
in relation to
the

specialization

streams?

'r-)

l



Professional

advancements?

7. How do you

rate the

courses which

are skills

related suiting

to the lndustry

included into

the programs?

9. How do you

rate the

exp€dments in

terms of their

relevance to
the real life

application?

1O- Rate the

@urses in

tems of extra

leaming or self
leaming

considering the

design of the

courses

ct ,i a,

BLDEA's S,S.M. College ol

'harmacy & Research Centh

Yagel4- oi 4 
'

t VEAYAPUR-586103

8- How do you

rate the

applicability of
the domains

and the tools

used for
a

designing the

experiments in

terms of
existing

practices in lhe , 

' 
.

lndustry?



7. Any suggestions regarding Curriculunr

Ti]is conlent is neither created ilor erdcrsed bv Ooocie

li."'^1,,:.:^-^.-\.., \"r!ryt <, ' \-rt I t:>
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Feedback from Students on Curriculum

Email "

Name *

Vinayak Krishna Chava n

Phone number *

9980456432

Course *

M Pharm

Page t6-:-oI-L1-
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Feedback from Students on Curriculum '

I . How do you rale

the seq uence of the

Courses that you

have studied are in

sequence to what

you have studied in

the previous

semester?

3. How do you rate

the relevance of the

units in Syllabus

relevant to the

course?

4. How do you rate

the sequence of the

unlts in the course?

5. How do you rate

the distribution of
the contact hours

among the course

components

(Lecture-Tutorial-

Practical)?

6. How do you rate

the offering of the

electrves in terms

of their relevance to
the specialization

streams?

ms?

Poor Average Good Excellent

;..-']

Pasc - k"f_E

t'

PrinciPaq
BLDEA'5 S'S.M' College or

*'{fliffl'i,?ElT';T"-

2. How do you rate

the syllabus of the

courses that you

have studied in

relation to the

competencies

expected out of the

course?

(c)

11

@

*

Li

6

,;

*

Lr-1

@

(9

{*J

t)

@

L4-*,A

a"1



7. How dr: y6u 1q1g

the electives

offered in relation

to the pro{essiona I

advancements?

8. How do you rate

the relevan ce of the

Text Books and

reference books by

their lntern ation al

recognition to the

Courses?

9. Rate the Size of
syllabus in terms of
the load on the

student

1 0. Rate the

courses in terms of
extra learning or

self learning

considering the

design of the

courses : ..

11. Rate the . . .. ..
courses in terms of . ..

sequence of

offering

considering

whether the

preceding courses

have been covered.

1 2. How do you

rate the pereentage

of courses having

LAB components?

'I 3. How do you

rate the domain

used for designing

the experiments for

the LAB

components?

6\

*

@

@

@"")

Frinctpu,,
BLDEA's S.S.u. Corieoe o

oharmac/ & Resea;-ch Cintr
vl.!.o'/aPUF-586J 0:i

t
e.tazr-,f--"r4

r\
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@
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'I 4. Hcw do yoir

rete the

experiJnents in

relation to the real

life Applicaiion s:

1 5. Any suggestions on Curriculum *

Nothing

l his form was cfeate.l inside af BLDE Assaciaiion t:Jijffpur

&*ogle Fsrms

PrinciP*t'

'il",ffiii,{tlJ,',;;*.

i

I

uardl



Feedback fr"om Alumni on Curriculum

Email -

toma rke la n@gmail. com

Name *

KETAN IOMAR

Phone number *

9998099967

Current employment details

Business

SLDEA'S
''harmacy

Page 2!-ol-?4 'l

VIJAYAPUR.5861O3



Feedback lrom AIumni ort Curriculum

1 . How do you rate

relevance of the

courses in relation

to the program?

2. How do you rate

the seq uence of the

courses included

into the programs?

3. How do you rate

the competencies

in relation to the

course content?

5. Rate the offering

of the in relation to

the specialization

streams?

6. How do you rate

the offering of the

electives in relation

to the professional

advancements?

7. How do you rate

the courses which

are skills related

suiting to the

Industry included

into the programs?

8. How do you rate

the domain used

for designlng the

experiments in .:l n

terms of thb ''

sLiiiaf ility of trrd 
'

1 . Poor 2 Average 3. Good 4. Excellent

PriflctPor,
. College or

BLDEA,S S.S.I'I

PharmacY & Resea rch cent,PageYo|!{
VI]AYAPUR.586103

4. How do rate the

sequence of the

topics in the units?

@

i

A

(e

@

r:1
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@
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Tools to the

don-rain?

9. How do you rale

the experiments in

terms of their

relevance to the

real life

appiication?

1 0. How do you

rate the courses

thal you have lea n1

in relation 10 your

current Job

{3-)

Any suggestions regarding Curriculum *

Should include current technologies used in industry

Socgle

Page 2-L otg

This iorm rora$ c{eated inside of ELDE Association Bijapur.



Feedback from Faculties on Curriculum

Email '

ssmcop.gavirajen@bldea.org

Name of the Facully *

Dr. Gaviraj.E.N

Designation *

Professor and HoD

Phone number *

9449650441

Page't3 of-24-



Feedback irom Faculties on Curriculunr

1 . Poor

1 . How do you rate

the seq uence of the

Courses provided in

the curriculum?

2. How do you rate

the syllabus of the

courses in relation

to the

competencies

expected out of the

course?

3. How do you rate

the structure

framed for entire

program?

4. How do you rate

the allocation of

the credits and

contact hours

(Lecture-Tutorial-

Practical) to the

courses?

5. How do you rate

the offering of the

electives in terms

of their relevance to

the specialization

streams and

professional

advancements? 
,

r: ii !
6.,How do yo.u r3te ,, . . .

the relevance of4he. '..
Text Books and

reference books by

their lnternational

recognition to the

Courses?

2. Average

{t

In

3. Good

{e)

4. Exceller.it

o

f'ln

\*j

Page 2-hs

@

PrinciPaq
BLDEAs S.S.M' College o'

163ym3gy & Res€arch Centr!
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7 Rale the Size o1

syilabus in terms of

the load on the

student

9. Rate the courses

in terms of ertra

learning or self

learning

considering the

design of the

courses

course?

11. Howdoyou

rate the

composition of the

courses prescribed

by PCI/ RGUHS

12. How do you

rate the percentage

of courses having

LAB components

and the domain

used for designing

the experiments for
the LAB

components?

1 0. How do you

rate the evaluation

scherne desighed

for each of the
(9

@

n

Page 2-9 ol-2! ': 'n"

8. Rate the courses

in terms of

sequence of

offe rin g

considering

whether the

preceding courses

have been covered.

@

ra

@

{.ii)

ij

*

ti

BLDEA'S
aharmacy 

&
,IJAYAPUR.586I03



Any suggestions on Curriculum

Syllabus needs to be reduced for some courses

iir s lrrir r..r.l l]iea!,r.1 in.id..i L':l i): Ai!aar.iii!r ali;rpul

gage LL'of%:

-1-
L-Q.*a,r^
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Feedback frcm Employers on Curriculum

Email '

ha rshad kumar.patel@zyduscad ila. com

Name "

Harshadkumar D. Patel

Designation

Sr.executive

Phone number

09909957578

Organisation/ institution details

Cadila healthcare Ltd

&4rdl^
PfinciPa',

BLDEAs S'S.M. College or

PharmacY & Research Certrc

VIJAYAPUR.586IO3
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Feedback from Employers on Curriculum

1 . How do you rate

releva nce of the

courses in relation

to the program?

3. How do you rate

the sequence of the

units in the

syllabus?

5. How do you rate

the allocation of

the credits and

contact hours

(Lecture-Tutorial-

Practical) to the

courses?

6. How do you rate

the offering of the

electives in relation

to the Professional

advancements?

7. How do you rate

the courses which

'l . Poor 2. Average 3. Good 4. Excellent

are skills ielatdd ' i

suiting 10 the 'i ' .. -
, 

,, { 
j} 

.

lndustry included. . .

into the programs?

ttCtpOt,
BLDEAI S.S.M. CollegeofPzge LB of-!!.'" '

Pharmacy & Research Centr

VI]AYAPUR.5861O3

2. How do you rate

the competence of

the courses related

to industry that are

included in the

program?

@

@

@

,G\

4. Rate the offering

of the in relation to

the specialization

streams?

ti

* @

{}

@

1"-}

L-J

@i:



8. HovJ do you rate

the applica b ility of

the domarns and

the tools used for

design ing the

experimenls in

terms of existing

practices in the

lndustry?

9. How do you rate

the experiments in

terms of their

relevance to the

real life

application?

1 0. Rate the

courses in terms of
extra learning or

self learning

considering the

design of the

courses

Any suggestions regarding Curriculum *

Focus on students and create your Stud€nts experience

This form was created inside oi BLDE Associalion Bijapur.

LTOogle Forms

Page 27 ot 2L

tl *
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FEEDBACK ANALYSIS

REPORT

Smt, Bangaramrna

www.bldeapharma
Sajjan Campus, Shri. B. M. Patil Road, Vijayapura-Karnataka-586 103 (rNDtA)
cy.ac.in, email: bldeascop@yahoo.com, Mob: +91_9

[BLDE Deemed to be University Campus]
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B. L. D. E. Association's

Sh ri. Sa nga na basava lVahaswamiji

College of Pharmacy & Research Centre, Vijayapura - 586 103

(Formerly; BLDEA's College of Pharmacy, Bijapur (Vijayapura), since 1982)

lAffiliated to RGUHS-Karnataka, Approved by PCI & AICTE New Delhi, Accredited by NAAC at A++l

STAKEHOLDERS FEEDBACK REPORT (202L-2022)

STUDENT FEEDBACK REPORT ON CURRICULUM

The feedback taken from students about the present syllabus and curriculum of the college reveals

the following facts:

. Most of the PG and UG students have the opinion that sequence of the courses what they

have studied in the previous semester (The Score obtained 3.28).

o The students have rated 3.29 for the syllabus of the courses that they have studied in

relation to the competencies expected out of the course.

o The overall most of the PG and UG students have rated 3.27 for the relevance of the units in

Syllabus relevant to the course.

. The students have rated 3.3 for the distribution of the contact hours among the course

components Lecture-Tutorial-Practical.

o The students have rated 3.26 & 3.29 for the offering of the electives in terms of their

relevance to the specialization streams and electives offered in relation to the professional

advancements.

r The students have rated 3.36 for the relevance of the Text Books and reference books by

their lnternational recognition to the Courses.

o Size of syllabus in terms of the load on the students rated 3.25.

o Courses in terms of extra learning or self learning considering the design of the courses

students rated 3.29.

. The percentage of courses having LAB components and the domain used for designing the

experiments for the LAB components is rated 3.28 and 3.26 respectively.

o The curriculum is capable of supporting students in their higher studies as per the

observation of students. The overall scores 3.27.

E^Q"rq.d

fage ol of-18-

PrinciPot'

,n:h?i'fiH*I:iiil'

Smt, Bangaramma Sajjan Campus, Shri. B. M. Patil Road, Vijayapura-Karnataka-586 tr03 tNDrA)

www.bldea pha rmacy.ac. in, email: bldeascop@ya hoo.com, Mob: +91-9513398036,08352-264004

[BLDE Deemed to be University Campus]

Collecting feedback from the stakeholders is most crucial for the success of every institution. AII

these feedbacks were analysed by using a four-point rating scale. The maximum score is 4 and the

minimum score is one, where 4 indicates Excellent, three means Good, Two indicates Average and

one ind icates Poor.
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Shri. Sanganabasava Mahaswamiji
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3.25

3.36

3.3 4

3.32

3.3

3.28

3.26

3.24

3.22

3.2

3.18

STUDENT FEEDBACK ON CURRICULUM
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& Score

1. How do you rate the sequence of the Courses that you have studied are in sequence to what you have

studied in the previous semester.

2. How do you rate the syllabus of the courses that you have studied in relation to the competencies

expected out of the course.

3. How do you rate the relevance ofthe units in Syllabus relevant to the course.

4. How do you rate the sequence of the units in the course.

5. How do you rate the distribution ofthe contact hours among the course components (Lectu re-Tuto ria l-

Practica l).

6. How do you rate the offering ofthe electives in terms oftheir relevance to the specialization streams.

7. How do you rate the electives offered in relation to the professional advancements.

8. How do you rate the relevance ofthe Text Books and reference books bytheir lnternational recognition to
the Courses.

9. Rate the Size of syllabus in terms of the load on the student
10. Rate the courses in terms of extra learning or self lea rning considering the design of the courses.

11. Rate the courses in terms of sequence of offering considering whether the preceding courses have been

covered.

12. How do you rate the percentage of courses having LAB components.
13. How do you rate the domain used for designing the experiments for the
14. How do you rate the experiments in relation to the real life Applications.

LAB components.
-----1-
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ALUMNI FEEDBACK REPORT ON CURRICULUM

Most of the alumni are satisfied for relevance of the courses in relation to the program,

sequence of the courses included into the programs and the competencies in relation to

the course content rated as3.8/4,3.5/4 &3.6/4

The career oriented topics in the units syllabus offering of the in relation to the

specialization streams electives in relation to the professional advancements rated as 3.7/4,

3.4/4 & 3.s/4

The career-oriented courses which are skills related suiting to the lndustry included into the

programs courses that they have learnt was quite helpfulfor them to find out an

employment soon after their graduation rated as 3.5 and 3.1

ALUMNI FEEDBACK ON CURRICULUM

4

3

2

3.5 3.6 3.4 3.5 3.s
3.1 3.7

6 score

0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Questionnaires for Feedback from Alumni on Curriculum Alumni

1. How do you rate relevance of the courses in relation to the program.

2. How do you rate the sequence of the courses included into the programs.

3. How do you rate the competencies in relation to the course content.

4. How do rate the sequence of the topics in the units.

5. Rate the offering ofthe in relation to the specialization streams.

6. How do you rate the offering of the electives in relation to the professional advancements.

7. How do you rate the courses which are skills related suiting to the lndustry included into the programs.

8. How do you rate the domain used for designing the experiments in terms. of the suitability of the Tools to

7

the domain.

9. How do you rate the experiments in terms of their relevance to the real life application.

10. How do you rate the courses that you have leant in relation to your current Jobs. &A,l4"1^
Pn rctpAt,
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Faculty being the most important person in curriculum design, implementation and development,

feedback of faculty on curricular aspects are of upmost importance. Analysis of the faculty feedback

for the year 2021,-22 brought about the following information.

. The sequence ofthe Courses provided in the curriculum our college faculty rated as3.4 /4
o The value given by employees for the syllabus of the courses in relation to the competencies

expected out of the course is 3.5/4

o Most ofthe faculties are satisfied with the structure framed for entire program 3.5/4

. The score obtained for allocation of the credits and contact hours (L-T-P) to the courses is

3.3/4

o The faculty is rated for the offering of the electives in terms of their relevance to the

specialization streams and Professional advancements is 3.4/4

o The most of the employees are rated for the relevance of the Text Books and reference

books by their lnternational recognition to the Courses is 3.4/4

o The faculties are revealed score for the Size of syllabus in terms of the load on the student is

3.O/4

r The score obtained for the courses in terms of sequence of offering considering whether the
preceding courses have been covered is 3.2/4

r The value given by the faculties for the courses in terms of extra learning or self learning

considering the design of the courses is 3.3

. Most of the faculties are given score for the evaluation scheme designed for each of the

course is 3.4/4

r The faculty is rated for the composition of the courses prescribed by PCI/ RGUHS is 3.4/4

o The faculty is rated for the percentage of courses having LAB components and the domain

used for designing the experiments for the LAB components 3.3/4

w
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3.5

3.4

3.3

3.2

3.1

3

2.9

2.8

2.7

3.4 3.4 3.4 3.4

& Score

1. How do you rate the sequence ofthe Courses provided in the curriculum.

2. How do you rate the syllabus of the courses in relation to the competencies expected out of the course.

3. How do you rate the structure framed for entire program.

4. How do you rate the allocation ofthe credits and contact hours (L-T-P) to the courses.

5. How do you rate the offering of the electives in terms of their relevance to the specialization streams and

Professiona I advancements.

6. How do you rate the relevance of the Text Books and reference books by their lnternational recognition to

the Courses.

7. Rate the Size of sylla bus in terms of the load on the student.

8. Rate the courses in terms of sequence of offering considering whether the preceding courses have been

covered.

9. Rate the courses in terms of extra learning or self learning considering the design of the courses.

L0. How do you rate the evaluation scheme designed for each of the course.

11. How do you rate the composition ofthe courses prescribed by PCI/ RGUHS.

12" How do you rate the percentage of co.urses having LAB components and the domain used for designing

the experiments for the LAB components.

BLDEAI S.S.M, College of
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Most of the employers have the opinion that the curriculum has relevance of the courses in

relation to the program (3.5/4)

lvlost of the employers have the opinion that the curriculum has the competence of the

courses related to industry that are included in the program (3.3/4)

Some of the employers rated the sequence of the units in the syllabus and the offering of
the in relation to the specialization streams is3.4 & 3.5/4

The score given for the allocation of the credits and contact hours (L-T-P) to the courses is

? t/t-

The score given for the offering of the electives in relation to the Professional advancements

by employers is 3.5/4

Most of the employers have the opinion that the curriculum has relevance of the courses

which are skills related suiting to the lndustry included into the programs 3.4

The score given for the applicability of the domains and the tools used for designing the

experiments in terms of existing practices in the lndustry 3.3/4

The score given for the experiments in terms of their relevance to the real life application

3.6/4

The score given for the courses in terms of extra learning or self learning considering the

design of the courses 3.7/4

a
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EMPLOYERS FEEDBACK REPORT ON CURRICULUM

Employer feedback is the most important determinant of the success of any educational institution.

The employer feed-back for the year 2021,-2022 revealed the following:

EMPLOYERS FEEDBACK ON CURRICULUM

1, 2 3 5 910
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questioners for Feedback from Em plove rs on Cu rriculu m

1. How do you rate relevance of the courses in relation to the program.

2. How do you rate the competence of the courses related to industry that are included in the program.

3. How do you rate the sequence of the units in the syllabus.

4, Rate the offering ofthe in relation to the specialization streams.

5. How do you rate the allocation of the credits and contact hours (L-T-p) to the courses.

6. How do you rate the offering ofthe electives in relation to the Professional advancements.

7. How do you rate the courses which are skills related suiting to the lndustry included into the programs

8. How do you rate the applicability of the domains and the tools used for designing the experiments in

terms of existing practices in the lndustry.

9. How do you rate the experiments in terms of their relevance to the real life application.

10. Rate the courses in terms of extra learning or self learning considering the design of the courses.
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Action Taken Report for the Feedback, collected on Curriculum for

Session 2021-22

As per the feedback and suggestions received from stake holders same was discussed with higher

authorities. We have improvised and implemented new schemes and facilities as follows

Pri
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1. wi-Fi access was given to allthe UG & PG students in each floor.

2. Most of the students and staffs are suggested for syllabus reframing for semester system

communication has been made to university previous year through BOS (Board of Studies)

members of RGUHS Karnataka from our college.

3. Most of the students requested to provide class notes in feedback. Unit wise PPTS are

provided for better and quick understanding of concepts for students.

4. Digital library was improvised and provided good computers with internet facility and

software support like Drug design, xPharma and micromedix.

5. Value added courses, guest lectures and webinars are conducted with Professional Experts

to improve the skill and knowledge.

6. Library space was increased and new books are purchased for reference.

7. To improvise the competent capacity in students inter college sports and cultural events

were planned and organised.

8. Drinking water facility was provided to each floor.

9. Campus interviews were planned to organise for student's placement and supported to get

jobs in reputed companies support was provided through placement cell.


